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Teacher’s Introduction
Educational Objectives

The primary goal of these materials is to develop
elop stu
stude
students’ appreciation
reciation
ation of litera
lite
literature and to
al context
ontext Sec
ontext.
Seco
bjectives
ectives includ
enrich their understanding of its historical
context.
Secondary objectives
include the improveopment
pment of aan appreciation of
ment of reading skills, expansion of vocabulary an
and the development
yle.
Dickens’s rich and varied writing style.

ulturally lite
hers shou
uld en
In educating students to become culturally
literate, teachers
should
encourage the reading of
nts will become familiar with
traditional classics, such as Greatt Expectation
Expectations. In this way, studen
students
vements as the Era of Reform, the Rise of Indu
du
such important historical movements
Industrialism
and the
es, amo
aamong whom are
Victorian Age. In addition,, the novel aabounds in celebrated liliterary figures,
avisham and h
ar ward, the cr
amining
ning Mr Ja
Jagg
d the
the spectral Miss Havisham
her stellar
cross-examining
Jaggers and
nal Wemmick, tthe desperate
perate but faithf
witch,
h, the ramp
rs Joe
highly professional
faithful Magwitch,
rampaging Mrs
uthed Pumbl
e ignorant aand arrogant
gant Pip (with g
gr
pectations)
ations
and the fish-mouthed
Pumblechook, the
great expectations)
oquent, e
tle Joe.
and, finally, the eloquent,
endearing, g
gentle

Aboutt This W
Workbook

The student
dent
d t work
workbook
k
is intended
ntended
d d tto supplement the reading
read
of Great
reat Expectations and to
d
outlin above.
ove. With the ex
n of the vocabu
vocabulary words
meet the educational
objectives outlined
exception
eral vocabulary
vocabular should be familiar to students
nts working at a yea
themselves, the general
year six level
and above.

omprehensio Exercises
es enc
ge careful and
nd critical
c
reading by asking sturea
The Reading Comprehension
encourage
e story and to pick out the main themes
t
or iideas. Some quesdents both to recall details of the
e students to make inferences
nferences and to draw conclusions
onclusion
ns abo
about what they have read.
tions require
cises also identify
ide
ecial vocabulary used in the
e book, offer
offfer pra
The exercises
special
practice in interpreting difd help to prepare
pr
ents for taking
tak g st
ficult or idiomatic phrases, and
students
standardised objective tests.
he Vocabu
duc students to new words and to new forms of familiar
The
Vocabulary Exercises introduce
ocabulary words
w
words. The exercises are designed so that vocabulary
are judged in context. The level
he exercises,
exercis
of the defining vocabulary varies among the
but is in general no higher than the
sugge
e book should
shou be read.
suggested
lowest year level at which the
Th Stop and Think Exercises encourage
ourage the stude
The
students to summarise the material of the chapar events, personalities and problems; look forward and
ter; describe and explain particular
g and
an anticipating its development; discuss important
backward in the story, understanding
themes; infer motivation of both characters and author; put the story into its historical context; compare situations in the story with current events; and look for connections between
the story and their own lives. These exercises also offer an opportunity for a creative response
to the literature and suggest ideas for related imaginative projects. The Stop and Think
Exercises may be used as written work assignments or as the basis for classroom discussion.
The Reviewing the Story Exercises are to be used after the student has finished reading the
book. Both the objective and open-ended exercises ask students to review the plot and char-
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Literature in Context: Great Expectations

sumably never see her again, the novel ends with an optimistic tribute to human nature’s
ability to grow:
I was very glad afterwards to have had the interview; for, in her face and in her voice, and
in her touch, she gave me the assurance, that suffering had been stronger than Miss
Havisham’s teaching and had given her a heart to understand what my heart used to be.
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Historical Context
Charles Dickens was born during the Napoleonic Wars, the conclusion of which,
ch, at the Battle
cial, economic an
of Waterloo in 1815, marked the beginning of the “Era of Reform” in social,
and
uses of the priso
prison syspolitical spheres. During the 1820s, the UK Parliament attacked the abuses
ustice
ce of the law, as well
ell as the horrible
horrib conditem. As a result, much of the brutality and injustice
ed. In
n 18
1833
tions within the prison system, were corrected.
1833, the Factoryy Act ensured tha
that no child
ctoryy and that n
der the
he age of eig
e
under the age of nine could work in a factory
none under
eighteen could
rtheless, ev
er reform,
eform, ten-to eighteen-yearwork more than twelve hours a day. Nevertheless,
even after
orly lit, poor
poorly heated and danolds still could and did work up to twelve hours a d
day in poorly
formed itself iin 1832.
2. The
e Reform Bi
Bil
gerous factories. Parliament also reformed
Bill redistributed parliaermitted
ted most m
class to vote by reducing the
mentary representation and permitted
men of the middle clas
ip. Still,
ill, only abo
e per cent of the population could vote, as
requisite property ownership.
about five
king class and, o
of course,
e,, the women.
the bill ignored the working
nded the throne iin 1837.
7. Herr sixty
sixty-thr
eig
Queen Victoria, then eighteen years old
old, ascended
sixty-three-year reign
ritish history, aan
t an era.
ra. Although the
th V
an Age
was the longest in British
and she gave her name to
Victorian
ession and limite
de, by the mid-18
he period
began in a time of poor harvests
harvests, depression
limited trade,
mid-1840s (the
Caro
ce), Great B
Br
as prospering as never before.
fore. This
during which A Christmas Ca
Carol took place),
Britain was
n part to the es
esta
ment o
of free
e trade under
er Prime Ministe
Minister Robertt Peel. Viscount
was due in
establishment
ohn Palme
n was another
her ou
outs
d
tatesman
man of th
this period,
d, advocating tthe
Henry John
Palmerston
outstanding
statesman
ce of British co
nsion, and th
oration
ation of good rreladefence
colonies, the halting of Ru
Russian expansion,
the restoration
th France. FFrom 1854
854 to 1856, he directed
ted Britain in the Crimean
an War
ar against R
Russia
tions with
Russia.

B
ro

onfusion of the 1
rvative parties,
part
Out of the poli
political confusion
1850s grew the Liberal and Conservative
which
illiant prime m
Party ser
gave England two brilliant
ministers.. William Gladst
Gladstone off the Liberal Part
served from
5. T
Benjami
1868 to 1874 and from 1880 to 1885.
The interim ter
term wass served by Benja
Benjamin Disraeli of
ative Party. Unde
eadership off the
thes
Britain’s industry conthe Conservative
Under the leadership
these two men, Great Brit
nd, railways and canals
anals prolifer
proliferat
ghout
ut the nation
nation, aand telephone and
tinued to expand,
proliferated throughout
ph communicatio
ommunicati
onnected
nected the la
lar
ban centres.
ntres. Scie
Science and literature also
telegraph
communications
connected
large urban
shed.
d. Under Dis
D
the British Empi
ched
d its height, enc
flourished.
Disraeli,
Empire reached
encompassing about one
uarter
er of the w
wor
eclared Victoria
Vict
EEmpress of India in 1876,
quarter
world’s land and people. Disraelili declared
and British influ
throu
influence extended through
throughout China,, the Middle Ea
East and Africa.

Activities
Activiti

1. Hol
Hold a values clarification exercise
se in which students
stude
debate the question of which is more
im
espect.
ect.
important, prosperity or self-respect.
e in their phy
2. Ask students to think of a scene
physical surroundings that has been especially
mw
write a couple of paragraphs describing that scene as
important or memorable. Have them
hou convey the mood and personal significance of
vividly as possible. The description should
the scene.
3. Listen to recordings of scenes from the novel.
4. Have students enact a scene from the novel.
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Stop and Think
1.

Describe the setting of the first chapter. In what ways does the atmosphere it creates
correspond to the mood of the characters introduced?

___________________________________________________________________________
_
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___________________________________________________________________________
_________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________
________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________
_________
___________________________________________________________________________
______
__
_____________

2.

Describe Pip’s feelings about hiss parents and b
bro
brothers.

___________________________________________________________________________
____________
_________
____________
_______
____________
______
_____________
_______
__
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________
__________
____________
_________
________
___
___________________________________________________________________________
____________
__________
____________
_____________
__________
_____
___
___________________________________________________________________________
_________
__________
_________
____________
_________
___

3.

What
hat are the G
Gargerys like?
e? How do th
they feel
el about
out Pip? Why
Why? Is Pip
p a happy child?
plain.
Explain.

___________________________________________________________________________
_____________
___________
_____________
____________
_______________
_______
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________
_________
___
______
____
___________
_______________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________
_________
__________
_______
________________
__________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________
______
____________
_________
_______________
_________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________
__________
________
________________
_________

B
ro

___________________________________________________________________________
___________
_________
_______________
_______

4.

“Conscience is a dreadful thing
ng when it accuses man or boy.” What is conscience? What
ce?
e? How does one feel when his conscience troubles him?
was troubling Pip’s conscience?

___________________________________________________________________________
__
_____
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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12. How does Miss Havisham’s behaviour during Pip’s farewell visit reinforce his notion that
she is his benefactor? What is going on between Miss Havisham and Sarah Pocket in
this scene?

___________________________________________________________________________
____
___________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________
___________
________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________
_______
___________________________________________________________________________
__
___________
____________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________
____
____________
________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________
_________
____________
_________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________
_____________
_________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________
______
____________
_________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________
_________
____________
_____________
____
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________
______
____________
______
__________
___

13. At this point,
t, do you ant
anticipate a happy
appy ending to the
e novel? Why or why not?
ot?

___________________________________________________________________________
_______
________
___
_____________
________
___________
_____________
___________
_________
____________
_________
____________
_________
_______________
_________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___
____________
_______
____________
_____________
_______________
__________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________
_________
__________
_________
_______________
________
__________________________________________________________________________
____________
________
______
___
__
______________
__________

___________________________________________________________________________
____________
_________
_____________
___________
_______________
________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________
_________
___________
____________
_______________
_______

B
ro

___________________________________________________________________________
____________
_______
____
_____
________________
________
___________________________________________________________________________
____
_________
_______________
_________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____
_______________
_________
___________________________________________________________________________
_
__
______________
_________
___________________________________________________________________________
____
_______
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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